CTAM Cable Executive Management at Harvard Business School

DIGITAL YEARBOOK
John Adduci, Time Warner Cable; Moji Adejuwon, Discovery Networks; Amy Banse, Comcast; Charles Bartolotta, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Steve Beabout, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Dana Beales; Dale Bennett, Suddenlink Communications; Tully Bragg, HotHouse Media; Thomas Broadwater, Bazillion Corporation; Jill Casagrande, Disney-ABC Television Group; Lee Endicott, Bresnan Communications; Marwan Fawaz, Charter Communications; Kelvin Fee, WOW! Internet and Cable; Erica Goldman, NBCUniversal; Donovan Gordon, Single Touch Interactive; Deborah Gosselin, News 12 Networks; Leslie Grayson, Time Warner Cable; Laura Hunter, Nickelodeon; Jeffrey Huppertz, Espial; Brian Lambert, Comcast; Martine Mahoney, Comcast; Dahlia Moodie, Comcast; Dennis Patton; Rusty Robertson, Cable ONE, Inc.; Carolyn Ryder Crawford, Comcast; Sheri Sharp, Cox Communications - San Diego; Deborah Shay; Eileen Slamin, Home Box Office, Inc.; Jillaina Wachendorf; Robert Wahl
Brad Anderson, Kern Consulting; Pam Bertino, The Weather Channel; Mark Bienstock, YES Network; Anthony Black, Cox Communications; Ruth Brumfield, NetStream; Darlene Chapman-Holmes, Retirement Living TV; Char Beales, CTAM; Paul Chiamulera, Comcast; Lynne Costantini, Scripps Networks; Glenn Curtis, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Robin Feller, Starz; Andrea Gonzalez, Starz; Susan Gunn, CTSI; Greg Homesley, Cox Communications; Amy Houser, Discovery Networks; Leslie Howard, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Marshall Jacobowitz, Time Warner Cable Media Sales; Dick Johnson, Time Warner Cable; Doug Jost, MavTV; Ingrid Laub, MK Advertising; Joe Leonard, Cablevision Systems Corp.; John Lochner, Time Warner Cable; Robert Mann; Bernice Mar; David McCall, Charter Communications; Kathy McCarthy, Home Box Office, Inc.; Renee Narrol, American Life TV; Lorie Peepas, Home Box Office, Inc.; Rob Pellizzi, TV Land and Nick at Nite; Debi Picciolo, Time Warner Cable; Joe Price; Margaret Ross, Cox Communications; Ruth Sarlin, Rodale; Jacquie Scheider, CNN; Linden Serbousek, Comcast; Kenna Smith, Comcast; Susan Swain, C-SPAN; Ike Wells, Time Warner Cable; Tad Yo, Time Warner Cable; Elisa Zafrańi
Christopher Apostle, The Horror Channel; Anthony Bowling, Comcast; Robert Bradley, Scripps Networks; Coleman Breland, Turner Broadcasting; Keith Burkley, Time Warner Cable; Robert Carter, Cox Communications; Lee Chaffin, SWIRE; John Cimperman, Cenergy Communications; William Cregar, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution; David Deitch; Mark Dunford, Time Warner Cable; Sidney R. Eshleman, Turner Broadcasting; Randy Fisher; Bradford Foo, International Channel Networks; Tom Foster, Time Warner Cable; Steve Fowler, Cox Communications; Rhonda Fraas, Time Warner Cable; Susan Geiselhart, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Gordon Harp, Time Warner Cable - Buffalo Division; Monica Hogan; Dana Klaric, Cox Communications - San Diego; Robert Leighton, Liberty Global; Lori Littlejohn, Home Box Office, Inc.; Mark Major, Cox Communications; Linda Malloy, Comcast; Lucinda Martinez-Desir, Home Box Office, Inc.; Shaun McKenzie, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Miles McNamee, Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.; Phillip McRae, GLADRUTH Services, LLC; Courtney Menzel, Current Media; Walter Oden, MTV Networks; Robert Powell; John Risinger, Discovery Networks; Dan Ryan, Atlantis Search Fund Inc.; Daniel Soane, Outdoor Channel; Alma Solomon, MTV Networks; Joe Stackhouse, Charter Communications; Donna Thomas, Ascent Media; Jacqui Vines, Cox Communications; Joanne Wheeler, C-SPAN; Steve White, Comcast; Mark Williams; John Wills, Stand-Up Comedy Television
Tallullah Anderson, BET Networks; Stacia Armstrong, Hallmark Channels; Luis Avila, Cisco; Peggy Ballard, Cisco; Clayton Banks, Ember Media; Jonathan Barzilay, MediaFLO USA; Sherry Brennan, Fox Networks Group; Arthur Bulgrin, ESPN, Inc.; Betty Campbell-Adams, Time Warner Cable NYC; Daniel Casciato, Ovation; Michael Cooper, Fox Networks; Cynthia Derick, Disney ABC ESPN Television; Gregg DiPaolo, Time Warner Cable; Laurie Doherty; Steve Donohue, Light Reading/Cable Digital News; Suzanne Doss, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Kelley Doyle; Tom Fennell, German Kino Plus; Kevin Gardner, The Cable Warehouse; Robert Goodsell; Richard Hale, Mediacom Communications Corporation; John High, Visiware; Fritz Hoehne, Comcast; Mark Hotz, Comcast; Colette Jelinek, Cox Communications; Richard Jennings, Comcast; Cindy Kane; Donald Karell, Charter Communications; Tamara Kukla; Susan Lewis, McKenzie Scott Partners; Martin Maldonado, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Noel Manak, Discovery Communications, Inc.; Steve McMahon, Time Warner Cable; William Mitchell, MTV Networks; Nelson Mower, Cox Communications; Montie Pace, Cox Communications; Cynthia Perkins-Roberts, CAB; John Ruff, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Carolyn Rumbarger, Comcast; Lee Schlazer, Tennis Channel; Stuart Selig, Rainbow Media; Vipan Seth, Reliance Communications; Michael Shehan, Home Box Office, Inc.; Stephan Shelanski, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Amy Smith, Comcast; Christina Spade, Showtime Networks Inc.; Elizabeth St Paul; Dennis Stansfield, Cox Communications - San Diego; Monte Steinman, Fuse; James Sweeney; Matthew Tolleson, Turner Broadcasting; John Vorbeck, Charter Communications; Danielle Wade, Bright House Networks; Judy Walsh; Patricia Wilber, Disney-ABC Television Group; Susan Wladich, Comedy Central; John Woods, Mediacom Communications Corporation
CLASS OF 2002

Andrew Albert, Cox Communications; Janice Arouh, Entertainment Studios, Inc.;
Yolonda Baker Marshall, Showtime Networks Inc.; Patrick Clark, The Weather Channel;
  John Coleman, NCTA; Joseph Conboy, Cox Communications;
  Paul Cronin, Cox Communications - New England; Brad Dancer, Nat Geo Channel/Nat Geo WILD;
  Denise Denson, MTV Networks; Kristin Dolan, Cablevision Systems Corp.;
  David Duff, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Ellen East, Time Warner Cable; Keith Eckert, EPIX;
  Genia Edelman; Deborah Egner, Starz Entertainment, LLC; William Fitzsimmons, Cox Communications;
  Steve Frank; Dale Freeman, Cisco; Judy Girard; Gregg Graff, Insight Communications;
  Keith Gregory, Cox Communications; Paul Hanson, Time Warner Communications;
  Tonya Hare, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Thomas Heymann, Click 2 Care;
  Eric Hollreiser, Disney-ABC Television Group; Veronica Hutchinson, BET Networks; Raymond Ingram, Cisco;
  Jennifer Iras, Discovery Communications, Inc.; Tania Jones, CTAM; John Judkins, Comcast;
  Ziba Kaboli, Current TV; William Kent, Comcast; Lori LeBas, ESPN-ABC Sports; Daphne Leroy, NAMIC;
  Christine Levesque; Harold Lewis, The Weather Channel; Doug Lindauer, Turner Broadcasting;
  Stephen Liverani, Fox Networks; Karen Lorenz, gmc (Gospel Music Channel);
  Tony Maldonado, Cox Communications; Daren Mallard, Cisco; Emilio Mata, Starz Entertainment, LLC;
  Raymond McCabe, Time Warner Cable; Julie McGovern, Cox Communications;
  Andrea Miller, Home Box Office, Inc.; Thomas Montemagno, Cablevision Systems Corp.;
  Mark Morrison, Grande Communications; James Munchel; Mike Munley, Time Warner Cable;
  Andrew Nigolian, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Tracy Powell, A&E Television Networks;
  David Preschlack, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; David Pugliese, Cox Communications;
  Juliet Randall; Michelle Ray, Walter Kaitz Foundation; Stephen Rizley, Cox Communications - Arizona;
  Robert Rose, CBS College Sports Network; Adam Sanderson, Disney-ABC Television Group;
  Brad Sanner, Comcast; Eric Schaefer, Comcast; Todd Schoen, Fox Cable Networks; Robert Schwitz, C4 Connections; Andy Scott, NCTA; DJ Shugars, Turn-Key Creative Solutions;
  Coleman Sisson, Avatar Perspective; Cleon Smith, Time Warner Cable; Garrett Smith, Comcast Networks;
  Leveto Squalls, Charter Communications; Paula Trustdorf; Carolyn Tschida, Comcast;
  Robert Utman, Time Warner Cable NYC; Joe Vaughn, Cox Communications;
  Connie Wharton, Time Warner Cable; Michelle Whitten, The Anna and John J. Sie Foundation
  Cheryl Williams, Comcast
CLASS OF 2003

Michael Armstrong, BET J; Heather Baldino, Turner Broadcasting; Amy Bates, Williams & Williams; Patricia Bell, Showtime Networks, Inc.; John Beyler, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Linda Brauns, Maxim Corporation; Debra Brodsky, Comcast; Melody Brucker, Insight Communications; Douglas Calahan, Argo Systems; Darren Campo, truTV; Christine Carrier, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Rick Cimerman, NCTA; Alex Crowley, Insight Communications; Matthew Damicone, World Wrestling Entertainment; Mark DePietro, Motorola; Scott Dickson, Hustler TV; Brenda Freeman, Turner Broadcasting; Mark Gildersleeve, WSI Corporation; Robert Gold, Discovery Networks; Elizabeth Gomez, Disney-ABC Television Group; Nicolas Gonzalez-Revilla, Cable Onda; Gabrielle Goodman, Nickelodeon; Valerie Green, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Thomas Haywood, Adelphia Cable Communications; Darrel Hегar, Time Warner Cable; Douglas Holloway, NBCUniversal; Joshua Jamison, Charter Communications; Peter Kiley, C-SPAN; Gregory Klein, NCTA; Phillip Klein, Time Warner Cable; David Kline, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Michael Latino, Cox Communications; Steve Leichter, Home Box Office, Inc.; Andrew Lemaire, A&E Television Networks; Judi Lopez, IFC/MagRack; Scott Lopez, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Brian Lynch, Antietam Cable TV; Dan Mannino, Insight Communications; John Mathews, Turner Broadcasting; Cyndi McClellan, Comcast Entertainment Group; Gary McCollum, Cox Communications; Todd McCrum, Cisco; Lauren Monks, NBCUniversal J.D. Mora, Scientific Atlanta; Gerry Moran, Band Digital; Susane Newell, National Cable Television Cooperative; Donna Northington, Turner Broadcasting; Sue Panzer, Sue Panzer Consulting; Sharon Peters, Cablevision Systems Corp.; John Pezzini, AMC Networks; Karen Power, Home Box Office, Inc.; Terence Rafferty, Time Warner Cable; Steve Raymond, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Robyn Remick, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; John Rood, Disney-ABC Television Group; Jeff Seebeck, Cisco; Kurt Semtnier, Stonebridge Global Consultants; Morrison Seth, CTAM; Eileen Slamin, Home Box Office, Inc.; Michelle Strong, A&E Television Networks; Anthony Surratt, Cox Communications; Patala Tate, Travel Channel; Jeffrey Taylor, Cisco; Dan Teitscheid, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Daniel Templin, MediaCom Communications Corporation; Craig Thompson, Time Warner Cable; Howard Tigerman, Cox Communications; Timothy Tlusty, ESPN; Jason Valdez, UPC Corporate; Rachel Vassell, The Weather Channel; JR Walden, MediaCom Communications Corporation; Tina Waters, Comcast; Laura Wendt, Nickelodeon; Don Zagorski, MediaCom Communications Corporation
CLASS OF 2004

DEBORAH BLACKWELL, ABC CABLE NETWORKS; BARRY BLYN, ESPN; ROCKY BOLER, CABLEVISION SYSTEMS CORP.; SEAN BREEN, DISNEY & ESPN MEDIA NETWORKS; JANE BULMAN, COMCAST; KAREN BYKO, TURNER BROADCASTING; MICHEL CHAMPAGNE, SHOWTIME NETWORKS INC.; DAVID CHARMATZ, STARZ ENTERTAINMENT, LLC; STEPHEN COLAFRANCESCO, BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS; CLAY COLLIER, CTAM; LORI CONKLING, A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS; CARA CONTE, HSN; CARLA CORTIS, ADGORILLA; LOUISE CYBULSKI, STARZ ENTERTAINMENT, LLC; KEITH DAWKINS, MTV NETWORKS; GREGORY DEPREZ, STARZ ENTERTAINMENT, LLC; LAURA DERGAL, UNIVISION TELEVISION NETWORKS; WARD DICKSON, CISCO; BRIAN DIETZ, NCTA; ROCHELLE DIRE, TRUTV; MICHAEL FOX, TIME WARNER CABLE; DANA GOLDEN, COMCAST INTERACTIVE MEDIA; BETTY GOWER, ERIC GRAY, COMCAST NETWORKS; ELIZABETH GRIER, INSIGHT COMMUNICATIONS; KRISTIN GULASY, CABLEVISION SYSTEMS CORP.; NILDA GUMBS, NCTA; MICHAEL HAISLIP, CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS; CHRISTOPHER HALGAS, RCH CABLE CUSTOMER ACQUISITION & RETENTION; BILL HARRIS, A+E NETWORKS; KATHY HATALA, TURNER; JIM HENEGHAN, CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS; ERIC HESKJE, MEDIACOM COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION; TERRY HOLMSTROM, DISNEY-ABC TELEVISION GROUP; MONTE IVEY, BET; IVAN JOHNSON, COX COMMUNICATIONS - ARIZONA; SHEILA JOHNSON, COMCAST NETWORKS; SUSAN KEITH, VIACOM; LAWRENCE LAFRENIERE, COX COMMUNICATIONS; JOHN F. LANSING, SCRIPPS NETWORKS; LAURIE LAWRENCE, NBCUniversal; DAVID LORENZI, COMCAST; JOE LORESKI, NHL NETWORK; NATHALIE LUBENSKY, DISNEY & ESPN MEDIA NETWORKS; JIM LYSAKER, CISCO; PAMELA MACKENZIE, COMCAST; JASON MALAMUD, VERIZON FIOS TV; MARY McCONNELL, SHOWTIME NETWORKS, INC.; STEPHEN MILES, COMCAST; JENNIFER MIRGOROD, TURNER BROADCASTING; ALISON MOORE, HOME BOX OFFICE, INC.; JOHN MORROW, CISCO; KEITH O’CONNELL, RAINBOW MEDIA; JOHN OWEN, TIME WARNER CABLE; ROB POLAK, CISCO; ROBYN POLASHUK, A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS; TOM RAMSEY, STARZ ENCORE GROUP; SEAN RILEY, FOX NETWORKS GROUP; PETER RUBEN, HSN; AMANDA RUTKOWSKI, DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS; JOE SCHOPENSTEIN, BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS; LISA SCHWARTZ, IFC TELEVISION; BRIAN SHIELD, THE WEATHER CHANNEL; KIP SIMONSON, CHARTER; NIGEL SONARIWO, STARZ ENCORE; MARK SWIRSKY, AMC; JIM URICK, STARZ ENTERTAINMENT, LLC; MIKE VAN BERGEN, MICROSOFT; JACQUI VINES, COX COMMUNICATIONS; SIMON WAINEWRIGHT, CABLEVISION; CASSANDRA WILLIAMS, MTV NETWORKS; PATRICK WILSON, LIFETIME; KEVIN WIRICK, MOTOROLA; JOHN WOLFE, COX COMMUNICATIONS - NEW ENGLAND; TAD YO, TIME WARNER CABLE
Carlos Baez, A+E Networks; John Baghdassarian, ComStar Media; Charlie Barnes, Insight Communications; Emily Barsh, truTV; Rob Battles, Rainbow Media; Michael Biard, Fox Cable Networks; Lorenzo Bombelli, Scientific Atlanta, Inc.; George Booth, Comcast Cable; Mike Botte, Discovery Channel; Mary Bourne-Marth, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Steven Boyd, Cisco; Erin Breen, NBCUniversal; Eric Brown, Charter Communications; Todd Brown, Comcast Networks; Steven Carcano, Lifetime Television; Jamie Cherlin, Argo Systems; Michael Ciszek, Cablevision Systems Corp.; David Clark, MTV Networks; Paul D’Arcangelo, Comcast; Jim Davey, MTV Networks; Lisa Deligatti, gnc (Gospel Music Channel); Patrick Dodd; Raymundo Fernandez, Megacable; Drew Fleming, Concrete Pictures; Brad Fox, Comcast Networks; Mark Garner, A&E Television Networks; Stacy Gordon, Comcast Corporation; Steve Gorman, Cox Communications; Fred Graffam, Comcast Cable Communications; Todd Green, Tribeca Enterprises; Peter Grewar, Armstrong; Barbara Hedges, Comcast; Chuck Herring, The Weather Channel; Dennis Holzmeier, Time Warner Cablas; Russell Howard, Nat Geo Channel/Nat Geo WILD; Samuel Howe, Time Warner Cable; Doug Hurst, Scripps Networks; Georgia Juvelis, Rainbow Media; Steve Kaufman, Cisco; Ellen Kroner, Rainbow Media; Deborah Lado, Turner Network Sales; Colleen Langner, Cox Communications; Jose Leon, Time Warner Cable; Clara Long, Time Warner Cable; Steve Mace, NCTA; Robert McCann, Bright House Networks; Cindy McConkey, Scripps Networks; Lauri McGarrigan, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Mary McLaughlin, Comcast; Robert McLaughlin, Motorola; Nicole Nichols, ABC Family; Shannon Ponsell, Turner Broadcasting; John Porta, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Tom Reynolds, BET Holdings, Inc.; Peter Risafi, Comedy Central; Stephanie Rytle, MTV Networks; Lara Salamano, The Promotional Edge; Sheila Salido Jordan, Shop Talk; Paul Sansone, Cisco; Cathy Schelb, Bright House Networks; Alicia Scotti; Julie Simon, Fox Networks Group; Misty Skedgell, Turner Broadcasting; Bart Sprister, Cisco; Eric Thorkelsen; Sonja Visser, Lifetime Television; Domenic Vivolo, Astral Television Networks Inc.; Loretta Walker, Turner Broadcasting; Richard Weydorff, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Matthew Weiss, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Jeri Williams, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Kawania Wooten
Class of 2006

Sharon Allen, Showtime Networks Inc.; David Blau, Cox Communications - Omaha; Kerry Brockhage, A&E Television Networks; Cybelle Brown, BET J; Miguel Brown, Time Warner Cable; Scot Burris, Insight Communications; Mark Caniglia, Cox Communications - Omaha; Jennifer Caserta Priore, IFC TV; Kathy Chamberlain, Time Warner Cable; Emma Cheung, A&E Television Networks; Steven Cook, Time Warner Cable; Sarah Cronan, HGTV; Felipe De Stefani, Cartoon Network; Kristen Dean Hilbert, Oxygen Media, Inc.; Michael DeHart, TBS; Martha Dominguez, C-SPAN; Marlene Dooner, Comcast; Sol Doten, Fox Networks; Peter Gaffney, History; Ralph Galione, Pace Americas; Scott Garner, Disney Channel; Warren Garner, Disney and ESPN Media Networks; Martin Giese, Kabel Deutschland Vertrieb und Service GmbH & Co. KG; Luis Goicouria, MTV Networks Latin America; Lucy Goldenhersh, Sony; Kevin Granger, MTV Networks; Peter Hall, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Alex Harlin, HBO; Monica Harris, MTV Networks; Andrew Heeren, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Jackie Heitman, Bresnan Communications; Beth Higbee, Scripps Networks; Brian Hoffman, Fuse; Brooke Johnson, Food Network; Lisa Kerr; Chris Killebrew, Fox Networks; Suzanne Kolb, E! Entertainment Television; Ashok Kuthyar, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Carla Lewis-Long, Si TV; Fred Lutz, Charter Communications; Tim Mahoney, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Darren Marino, Motorola; Ronnie Maynard, Cable ONE, Inc.; Brian Menard, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Christian Meyer, Comcast; Katie Miles-Ley, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Alden Mitchell, MTV Networks; Janice Mobilia, Comcast; John Najarian, Comcast Networks; Pia Olsen-Ferraris, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Joseph Ortiz, MTV Networks; Steve Paulus, New York 1 News; Bob Peck, Insight Communications; Michael Perry, Cox Communications Arizona; Lynette Pinto, NBCUniversal; Becky Powhatan Kelley, The Weather Channel; Robert Pumo, truTV; David Purdy, Rogers Communications Inc; Jane Rice, A&E Television Networks; Michael Robertson, Bright House Networks; Stuart Rosenstein, MTV Networks; William Shaw, Superstation WGN; Laura Smith, Discovery Communications; William Stratton, Turner Network Sales, Inc; Melissa Tolchin, NBCUniversal; Sherice Torres, Nickelodeon; Richard Turner, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Joseph Varelo, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Franklin Vincent, Cox Communications; Michael Voice, Gemstar-TV Guide International; Mark Waschulzik, Astral Television Networks Inc.; Scott Westerman, Mediacom Communications; Chris Whitaker, Comcast; Doug Yates, Lucasfilm, Ltd; Gregory Yavello, Discovery Networks; Lelia TRUE, Comcast
Nyla Ahmad, Rogers Communications; Elizabeth Asencio, NBCUniversal TV Networks Distribution; Catherine Avgiris, Comcast; Suzette Baez, Verizon FiOS TV; Kenetta Bailey, WE tv; Robert Baskerville, Scripps Networks; Gil Benbrook, MTV Networks; Bob Benya, iN DEMAND; Abby Bilanin, Oxygen Media Inc.; Gary Brockman, Turner Broadcasting; Christine Broderick Bryant, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Kelly Bumann, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Rebekah Calabrese, Home Box Office, Inc.; Nick Chakalos, Motorola; James Clayton, Scripps Networks; Steve Croney, Comcast; John Doctor, Bright House Networks; Duccio Donati, Comcast Networks; Stephen Earley, Comcast Networks; KC Estenson, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Kathryn Falk, Cox Communications; Cari Fenzel, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Tom Flourney, The Weather Channel; Cathy Fogler, CAFrica Group; Phiderika Foust, Scripps Networks; Matthew Frankel, Current Media; David Gilles, Suddenlink Communications; Ishmel Goodrum, Insight Communications; Elizabeth Graham, Comcast; Jonathan Greenfield, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Seth Hogan, Cox Communications; Brian Hunt, NBCUniversal; Steven Hunt, Fox Networks; Michael Kaplan, Cablevision Systems Corp.; David Kelly, A&E Television Networks; Kevin Kilbride, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Alan Klein, Rainbow Media; Linda LaVigne, CTAM; Michael Marchesiello, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Tony Matthews, Cox Communications; Sharon Metz, ROVI; Zinah Mineyahu, Comcast; Cynthia Morrisroe, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Michelle Nathan, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Michael Nemetz, Turner Broadcasting; Buz Nesbit, Advance Newhouse Communications; Heidi Newman, NBCUniversal; Mark O’Connell, Comcast Networks; Peter O’Connell, Walt Disney; Mark Palazzo, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Michael Parker, Comcast; Gary Pelletier, Stingray Digital Inc.; Jori Petersen, Disney-ABC Television Group; Miguel Pons, The Weather Channel; Kevin Potente, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Andrea Randolph, Rogers Communications Inc; Eric Ratchman, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Megan Rock, The Weather Channel; Dean Rockwell, Scientific Atlanta, a Cisco Company; D’Arcy Rudnay, Comcast; Kelly Ryan, Turner; Marissa Schriefer, MTV Networks; Matt Singerman, ROVI; Amos Smith, Time Warner Cable; Mary Sovell, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Dario Spina, MTV Networks; Ellen Stone, Bravo; Frank Tanki, Nickelodeon; Thomas Turner, Rogers Communications; Eric Turpin, Veria TV; Raju Venkataraman, Disney ABC ESPN Television; Herve Vincent, Rogers Cable; Brad Wakely, Time Warner Cable; Keith Walsh, A&E Television Networks; Joanne Wayne, Time Warner Cable; Sandra Weber, The Weather Channel; Sheri Weidner, MTV Networks; Marsha Williams, Viacom
Class of 2008

Jonathan Anderson, Time Warner Cable; Steven Apodaca, Charter Communications; Matthew Barnhill, BET Networks; Paul Beddoe-Stephens, MTV Networks; Sarah Berkowski, Rogers Cable Communications; Kendall Bodden, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Deanna Brown, Scripps Networks; Elaine Brown, HBO; Karen Buchholz, Comcast; Brendan Canning, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Jason Caswell, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Nick Chakalos, Motorola; Steve Condra, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Tim Connolly, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Lee Crain, NBCUniversal; Carlos del Castillo, Bright House Networks; Michael Dessart, Home Box Office, Inc.; Hans Deutmeier, Home Box Office, Inc.; Pam Dinsmore, Rogers Communications Inc; Jerry Dow, SuحددLink Communications; Paula Doyle, NBCUniversal; Julie Dunn, Turner Broadcasting; Bradley Feldman, Cablevision Systems Corp.; J. Christian Fenger, Bright House Networks; Doug Frank, Mediaco Communications; Vicky Free, Turner Broadcasting; Mark Freedman, Rogers Communications Inc; Jonathan Freeland, Cox Communications; Denisse Goldsarg, Time Warner Cable; Sarah Goldstein, Comcast Networks; Jim Gordon, Discovery Communications, Inc.; David Gray, Time Warner Cable; Stephen Hackley, Comcast; Curt Henninger, Comcast Cable; Ulrike Heuser, MTV Networks Germany GmbH; Sara Hinzman, A&E Television Networks; John Holly, Cox Communications - New Orleans; Shen-Hsin Hung, MTV Networks; Jay James, E! Entertainment Television; Katherine Kirchner, Bresnan Communications; Michael Lee, Rogers Communications; David Levine, Disney Channels Worldwide; Philippe Maigret, Disney - ABC International Television; Depelsha McGruder, MTV Networks; Todd McNulty, TV Guide Networks; Stacy Melle, NBCUniversal; Gregory Mills, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Andy Mitchell, Time Warner Inc.; Thomas Monaghan, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Zell Murphy, CTAM; Heath Neiderer, C-Span; Ariela Nerubay, TUTV; Hunter Nickell, SPEED; Michael Peretz, AETN; Rose Catherine Pinkney, Cinema Gypsy Productions; Chris Powell, Scripps Networks; Lisa Powers, Insight Communications; Kenneth Rees, IFC Television; Corky Roth, Time Warner Cable; Diane Roussey, Showtime Networks Inc.; Eric Rutter, ROVI; Gary Saidman, The Weather Channel; Jim Samples, HGTV; Eric Schultz, Mediaco Communications Corporation; Marcella Sciorra, NBCUniversal; Pete Sgro, A&E Television Networks; Evan Silverman, A&E Television Networks; Terry Taylor, Comcast Networks; Wayne Thompson, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Jeff Warner, Insight Communications; Janet West, Cox Communications - Arizona; Geoffrey Whelan, AMC; Danny White, Bresnan Communications; Amy Withers, Turner Broadcasting; Andrew Wozniak, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Tim Wyllie, Rogers Cable
Michael Aaronson, NBCUniversal; Jeffrey Arthur, MTV Networks; Dave Bach, Suddeink Communications; John Barrett, Comcast; Kandy Barry, Starz; Phyllis Gatson Crosby, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Karen Bennett, Turner Broadcasting; Donia Bloxam, Rogers Cable; Angela Britt, CTAM; Orchid Burnside, BET Networks; George Callard, NBCUniversal; Angela Cannon, gmc (Gospel Music Channel); Peter Clifford, World Wrestling Entertainment; Joseph Commesso, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Kim Copeland, BET Networks; Rafael Davini, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Janet Dickinson, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Chris Donlan, Rogers Communications Inc.; Joseph Donnelly, Comcast; Kathy Filosa, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Kathleen Finch, HGTV; Bradley Fleisher, NBCUniversal; Joseph Francia, GMA Network Inc; Bryce Gama, ESPN; Rebecca Glashow, Discovery Channel; Emilienne Gray, MTV Networks; Kelly Griffin, BET Networks; Christopher Hamilton, ABC Studios; Phil Hartling, Rogers Communications; John Herbert, Time Warner Cable; MaryAnne Howland, Ibis Communications Inc.; Henry Hrycikiewicz, Time Warner Cable; Jason Johannings, Disney 6 ESPN Media Networks; Patrick Joy, Cox Communications; Virginia Juliano, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Brian Kelly, Time Warner Cable; Jonathan Keske, Home Box Office, Inc.; Andrew Koher, Bresnan Communications; Tom Lang, Showtime Networks; Rocco Laurenzano, Insight Communications; George Lima, TV One; Kevin MacLehans, Comcast Networks; Kenneth Marshall, Rogers Cable; Andre Martineau, Bright House Networks; Guy McCormick, Cox Communications; Jason Mulderig, Home Box Office, Inc.; Karen Namney, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Donna Person, BET Networks; Roland Poindexter, MTV Networks; David Porter, Walter Kaitz Foundation; Lisa Pulliam, Turner Broadcasting; Jennifer Robertson, Rainbow Media; Christian Ruiz, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Lateef Sarnor, BET Networks; Mo Sengupta, MTV Networks; Robert Sharenow, AETN – AGE Television Networks; Robert Snow, Motorola; Stephanie Stokes, Insight Communications; Toni Stubbs, Cox Communications; Hyman Sukleins, Cox Business - Arizona; Claudia Taran, Fox Networks; Keith Tiernan, MTV Networks; Patrick Toole, PTG, LLC; Randy Waddell, Comcast; Melissa Wasserman, AMC; Mark Wasserstrom, Bright House Networks; Ashton White, Comcast; Steve White, Comcast; Keshia Williams, MTV Networks; Daniel Yang, MTV Networks;
CLASS OF 2010

Jeff Allen, ROVI; Dom Atteritano, Rainbow Media; Portia Badham, Bad Wyn Communications; Wally Bakare, Time Warner Cable; Elaine Barden, Comcast; Amy Bell, Starz Entertainment; Jamia Bigalow, Fox Networks; Jennifer Boardman, CNN; Charlie Brookins, BET Networks; Tobi Brown, NCTA; Eric Burton, Time Warner Cable; Michael Cagnazzi, Rainbow Media; Darryl Chaney, Mediaco Communications Corporation; Fadel Chibhina, Fido Solutions; Jocelyn Cooley, BET Networks; Sophia Cranshaw, MTV; Meeri Cunniff, MTV Networks; Carol Cunningham, BET Networks; Jim deBarros, MTV Networks; Todd Dubester, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Bridget Farley La Bar, NBCUniversal; Timothy Farrell, Cablevision Systems Corporation; Chris Faw, Time Warner Cable; Rob Folk, Motorola; Cynthia Gibson, Scripps Networks; Fil Giulione, Rogers Communications Inc.; Randy Goad, Suddenlink Communications; Andy Goodhand, Nickelodeon; Marcelo Guerra, Showtime Networks Inc.; Christen Harris, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Toni Herbert, Discovery Communications LLC; Susan Jin Davis, Comcast; Marva Johnson, Bright House Networks; David Jordan, ROVI; Jennifer Khoury, Comcast; Tamra Koshewa, Insight Communications; Patricia Lumpkin, Scripps Networks; Colleen McCormick, A&E Television Networks; Tracy McGraw, BET Networks; Scott Miller, TBS; Steven Milovich, Disney-ABC Television Group; John Murray, Cisco; Timothy Nester, Comcast; Edward O’Brien, Home Box Office, Inc.; Mandy Orzo, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Lisa Choi Owens, Scripps Networks; Craig Parks, IFC Television; Denise Paulitre, Home Box Office, Inc.; David Porter, Cox Media; Michael Quigley, Turner Broadcasting; Zachary Raskovich, Mediaco Communications Corporation; Desiree Rollins, Scripps Networks; Bert Rosenthal, Cox Business; Mike Roudi, Time Warner Cable; Ruth Sandhaas, Rainbow Media; Lee Scanzano, Cox Communications; Daniel Schmerzler, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Michael Schreiber, NBCUniversal; Richard Shirley, A&E Television Networks; Judy Silverman, Rainbow Media; Neeraj Sinha, Motorola; Allen Smith, Bright House Networks; Justin Smith, Comcast Networks; Mark Spilman, Insight Media; Don Steele, MTV Networks; Gordon Stein, Rogers Communications Inc; John Stillson, SNI; Kerry Taylor, MTV Europe; Mary-Anne Taylor, TELETOON Canada Inc; Rosanna Thomas, Comcast Networks; Michelle Vanna, NBCUniversal; Art Ventura, Madison Square Garden; John Wharton, Cisco; Marco Williams; Joan Wilson, CTAM; Robert Woodard, Cox Business; Suejln Yang, MTV Networks.
CLASS OF 2011

Kristi Andrus, Home Box Office, Inc.; Thom Anema, Charter Communications; David Arroyo, Scripps Networks; Kelly Atkinson, Time Warner Cable; Christopher Barry, Sundance Channel; Eric Becker, Starz Entertainment; Regina Breslin, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Jeff Bryant, Suddenlink Communications; Chris Carpenter, Turner Broadcasting; John Cavallaro, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Terry Connell, Comcast; Dominique Cornelier, Astral Media; Bryan Cotton, MTV Networks; Sergio Cuan, MTV Networks; Donna D’Alessandro, BET Networks; Scott Dant, Insight Communications; Peter Dolchin, MTV Networks; Cheryl Dorsey, The Africa Channel; Robin Dunson, Cox Communications; Karen Ellis, Scripps Networks; Trevor English, Shaw Cablesystems G.P.; Adam Eveline, Rogers Cable; Jay Fehnel, Tribune Media Services, Inc.; Mark Fitzpatrick, Time Warner Cable; Marissa Freeman, Time Warner Cable; William Futch, Bright House Networks; Harold Goings, Turner Broadcasting; Susan Gordon, Rogers Communications Inc.; Rick Grimes, BET; Elizabeth Haley, MTV Networks; Cynthia Hook, Comcast; Gina Hughes, AMC; James Hughes, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Marcien Jenckes, Comcast; Jennifer Kavanagh, Oxygen Media, Inc.; Alice Kim, MTV Networks; Chris Kohler, Motorola; Manuel Kohnstamm, Liberty Global; Kristi Kramersmeier, Bright House Networks; Greg Kreft, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Christopher Lee, Rovi; Mark Levine, MTV Networks; Colleen Levy, Cox Communications; Rodrigo Lopez, Comcast; Bill Lyons, Fox Networks; Christian Martin, A&E Television Networks; Philip Matthys, NBCUniversal; Lori Megown, MTV Networks; Jay Mehr, Shaw Cablesystems G.P.; John Miller, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Carla Moore, Home Box Office, Inc.; Lolita Morrow, Showtime Networks Inc.; Scott Murphy, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Stewart Myers, National Cable Television Cooperative; Suzanne Norman, MTV Networks; Catherine O’Bryant Freeman, Suddenlink Communications; Bronwen O’Keefe, MTV Networks; Michael Olsen, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Paul Pastor, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; NJ Pesci, Scripps Networks; Jennifer Pirot, NBCUniversal; Mark Porter, Shaw Cablesystems G.P.; Steve Purcell, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Maggie Reilly-Brooks, A&E Television Networks; Sarah Rinehart, Rovi; Betty Jo Roberts, Cox Communications; Caleb Rubin, Rogers Communications Inc.; Mark Ryan, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Gabriel Sauerhoff, Discovery Communications; Jennifer Schouten, Starz Entertainment; Brittany Smith, The Weather Channel; Myrna Soto, Comcast; Sasha Torabi, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Cheryl Tuverson, Home Box Office, Inc.; Chris Van Name, Time Warner Cable; Deepa Venkataraman, CTAM; Kevin Vitale, IFC TV; Mary Beth Weil, Showtime Networks, Inc.; Richard Weinstein, C-SPAN; Laurel Weir, MTV Networks.
Alwin Alleyne, Discovery Communications, Inc; Charles Belk, I Will Make You a Star Productions; Shani Boone, BET Networks; Christine Bragan, AMC Networks; Bill Brennan, Bright House Networks; Guy Cacciarelli, MSG Media; Eric Claytor, TV One; Sharon Cohen, Viacom Media Networks; Gretchen Colon, Turner Broadcasting System; Jill Costick, Suddenlink Communications; Tom Coughlin, Comcast; Jim Cummins, Shaw Communications Inc.; Mary Beth Cunin, Viacom Media Networks; Eileen Diskin, Comcast; John Dosher, Bright House Networks; Katherine Emberly, Shaw Communications Inc.; Sena Fitzmaurice, Comcast Hank Fore, Comcast; Jim Fox, Suddenlink Communications; Tamara Franklin, Scripps Networks Interactive; Justin Freesmeier, Suddenlink Communications; Scott Gaudet, Disney and ESPN Media Networks; David Goecckeler, Cisco; Michele Goldstein, AMC Networks; Jack Griffin, Mediacom Communications; Steve Gushee, HBO; Sally Habershaw, AMC Networks; Doron Hacmon, UPC Broadband; Chris Hanlon, Insight Communications; Carolyne Hannan, Comcast; Ramonica Harton, Turner Broadcasting System; Lori Hickok, Scripps Networks Interactive; Sheila Hicks, Cox Communications, Inc.; Duncan Houldsworth, Time Warner Cable; Annie House, The Weather Channel; Mitchel Karp, NBCUniversal; Sloan Kennedy, HBO; Barkley Kern, C-SPAN; Laura Koester, Time Warner Cable; Joel Krutz, Viacom International Media Networks; Chris Kucharski, Shaw Communications Inc.; Joseph Leggio, Viacom, Inc.; Kellie Lim, Disney Media Networks; Lauren LoFriscio, iN DEMAND; Colleen Long, Cablevision; Rob Magdlen, NBCUniversal (E! Network); Mark Manlove, NCTA; Ruben Mendiola, Comcast; Bella Metcalf, Discovery Communications, Inc.; Dan Minchin, Insight Communications; Ed Nasseri, Disney and ESPN Media Networks; Vikki Neil, Scripps Networks Interactive; James Oh, Fox Broadcasting Company; Mark Padilla, Cox Communications, Inc.; Cindy Pawliske, Mediacom Communications; Nancy Perales, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Ed Perry, Turner Broadcasting System; Ron Pomerantz, Disney Channel; Dara Romano, Cablevision - MSG Varsity; Allan Samson, Charter Communications; Erin Schaffner, Time Warner Cable; Steve Schepere, Time Warner Cable; Ann Schneider, Showtime Networks Inc.; Eric Schrier, FX Networks; Julie Smith, Atlantic Broadband; Mark Snow, CTAM; Jordan Spak, Showtime Networks Inc.; Scott Stelzer, NBCUniversal; Jude Turcuato, Fox International Channels; Marcel van den Berg, Liberty Global; Emory Walton, A+E Networks; Mike Walton, AMC Networks; William Wanger, FOX Sports Media Group; Dan Ward, Rovi Corporation; Jason Wicht, Comcast; John Wileczek, Rovi Corporation; Richard Williams, BET Networks; Kristin Wilmes, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Felicia Wong, Showtime Networks Inc.; Joel Woods, Rogers Communications Partnership
David Abe, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Floyd Alcorn, Cox Communications, Inc.; Maria Arias, Comcast;
Eddie Arnold, Mediacom Communications; Rhonda Bashnick, Shaw Communications;
Paulo Bernardes Franco, Fox International Channels; Dena Bradshaw, Cisco Systems, Inc.;
Chris Brush, Disney Media Networks; Michael Bryan-Brown, Liberty Global, Inc.;
Kristen Buckley White, Nickelodeon; Anthony Cavaliere, Showtime Networks Inc.;
Robert Cerbone, Time Warner Cable; Maria del Carmen Arias, Cable Onda; Vishal Dhruv, Arris;
Shannon Donnici, Shaw Communications; Phyllis Ehrlich, Time Warner Cable;
Michael Englman, NBCUniversal; Alan Eyres, National Geographic Channel;
Samie Falvey, ABC, Inc.; Rita Ferro, Disney; Susie Fogelson, Scripps Networks Interactive;
Justin Forer, IBB Consulting Group; Julya Fridman, A+E Networks;
Doug George, Turner Broadcasting, Inc.; Eddie Golliofer, NBCUniversal;
Stacie Gray, iN DEMAND; Jeff Greenberg, Time Warner Cable;
Pamela Hagan, Bright House Networks; Carole Hart, Time Warner Cable;
Morgan Hays, Cablevision Systems Corp.; Alison Hellman, The Madison Square Garden Company;
John Hsu, AMC Networks; Jerrlyn Iwata, NBCUniversal; Marinn Jackson, Viacom;
Michelle James, BET Networks; Dina Juliano, HBO; Kerri King, Cablevision of Marion County;
Kerstin Lack, Rogers Communications; Todd Lawson, Time Warner Cable; Ken Leonardo, CTAM;
Ayanna Lonian, Disney Media Networks; Victoria Lowell, Discovery Communications;
Sean Luxton, Insight Sports; Suzanne McFadden, Comcast; Sam McGill, Atlantic Broadband;
Christopher McGrath, Viacom; John McNelly, Suddenlink Communications;
Shannon Meade, Showtime Networks Inc.; Matt Monos, NBCUniversal;
Jeremy Morrison, Vubiquity; Shannon Oborne, Tribune Media Services;
Shannon O'Neill, Scripps Networks Interactive; Shannon Orcutt, Time Warner Cable;
Mike Pfantz, Suddenlink Communications; Caralene Robinson, Viacom;
Paul Robinson, Time Warner Cable; Anne Isabelle Roussy, Cogeco Cable Inc.;
Vlad Ruppo, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Scott Sale, Cox Communications, Inc.;
Russell Samuel, BeViacom Viacom International Media Networks;
Lee Sang Yong, CJ Hellowision; Cynthia Singiser, HBO; Eva Slack, Cablecom, UPC;
Rob Slinkard, Comcast; Michael Sobotor, Mediacom Communications;
Zoran Stakic, Shaw Communications; Todd Stewart, Bright House Networks;
Shelagh Stoneham, Rogers Communications; Kevin Sweeney, Comcast;
Brooks Tobey, Turner Broadcasting, Inc.; Sreeharsha Ukkadam, Rovi Corporation;
Juan Vallejo, Fox Hispanic Media; Puja Vohra, NBCUniversal; Ross Weston, Viacom Media Networks; Mark
Williams, AMC (AMC Networks); Lee Yi, The Weather Channel; Edward Zimmermann, Comcast
CLASS OF 2014

Shushan Aleaqui, Cablevision; Damien Alexander, BET Networks; Mollie Andrews, Cox Communications; Seana Baruth, Showtime Networks Inc.; Dianne Bradley, BET Networks; Aileen Brophy, AMC Networks, Inc.; Bill Casey, ARRIS; John Charlton, Fox Broadcasting Company; Charles Cheevers, ARRIS; Sophia Christophides, HBO, Inc.; Paul Claussen, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Kim Copeland, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Stéphan Côté, Rovi Corporation; Craig Cowden, Bright House Networks; Ken Davidson, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Yomi Desalu, Viacom/MTV; Gina DeSantis, HBO, Inc.; Christian Drobnýk, A+E Networks; Daria Duda, Rovi Corporation; Andrew Eddy, Shaw Media; Derek Elder, ARRIS; Todd Esenwein, CTAM; Angel Florenzano, BET Networks; Catherine Frymark, Discovery Communications; Amy Geary, Viacom; Jared Goetz, Disney & ABC Domestic Television; Norman Harris, Suddenlink Communications; Fred Haug, NBCUniversal Content Distribution; Bob Hesskamp, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Adam Hime, Viacom; Larry Hofer, Cox Communications; Jill Hotchkiss, The Walt Disney Company; Michelle Hunt, Comcast; Reginald Jaramillo, Suddenlink Communications; Kelly Kane, Discovery Communications; Bob Kasai, Time Warner Cable; Tom Kennedy, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Jennifer Kirkwood, Disney and ESPN Media Networks; Kimberly Kleinhans, Comcast; Scott Knaub, Cablevision; George Krug, A+E Networks; David Lange, Time Warner Cable; Leah LaPlaca, Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Tom Lardieri, Viacom; Courtney Long, Atlantic Broadband; Amy Lynch, Comcast; John Maccagnan, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Kimberly Maki, Bright House Networks; Mark Materowski, Showtime Networks Inc.; Ron McKenzie, Shaw Communications Inc.; Greg McMichael, Time Warner Cable; Elizabeth Mulholland, AMC Networks; Michael Nelson, Suddenlink Communications; Krassimir Nikolov, Fox International Channels Bulgaria EOOD; Emilio Nunez, iN DEMAND; Beth Petti, Suddenlink Communications; Endi Piper, TV One, LLC; Tracy Pitcher, Comcast; Armando Polanco, The Madison Square Garden Company; Antonious Porch, Viacom/Nickelodeon; John Quigley, Time Warner Cable; Greg Regis, Scripps Networks Interactive; Adam Reiss, Fox Cable Networks Services; Antonella Ricciardi, AMC Networks; Megan Ring, Viacom Comedy Central; Jim Samaha, Comcast; Eduardo Samamé, Time Warner Cable; Robert Schneider, Time Warner Cable; Svetlana Semenova, Cablevision; Sandi Sewlochan, Rogers Cable; Dan Silberman, A+E Networks; Chris Smale, Rogers Communications; Neil Smith, Shaw Communications Inc.; Sanae Takahashi, Shaw Communications Inc.; Leann Trelar, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Bob Tuschman, Food Network - Scripps Networks Interactive; Kavita Vazirani, Comcast; Crystal Washington, Scripps Networks Interactive; Monica Williams, NBCUniversal Content Distribution; Kimberly Wilson, ESPN
Class of 2015

Yang Adija, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Mohib Ahmad, CTAM;
John Ajamie, Scripps Networks Interactive; Valerie Albanese, A+E Networks; Jeff Allen, Comcast;
Mark Allen, Comcast; Raj Bahl, A+E Networks; Stuart Baillie, Viacom;
Alix Baudin, Scripps Networks Interactive; Jeff Baumgardner, VH1; Joshua Berger, AMC Networks;
Theresa Beyer, AMC Networks; Lana Brees, MediaCom Communications;
Lacey Burns, Showtime Networks Inc.; Tom Cattapan, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.;
Dishon Clark, MediaCom Communications; Gregg Cory, Time Warner Cable;
Tom Crowell, Time Warner Cable; Tim Darcy, Viacom; Paul Deering, Time Warner Cable;
Jaison Dovane, Espial; Trisha Espinoza, BET Networks; Robin Faerber, Disney Channel Worldwide;
DeLynda Faudel, Bright House Networks; Suzanne Fenwick, Cox Communications;
Andy Fransman, Rovi Corporation; Tom Frazer, Viacom; Shannon Friedrichs Higdon, Viacom;
Gregg Fujimoto, Time Warner Cable; Chris Gaiski, Comcast; Gidi Gilboa, Cisco Systems, Inc.;
Jeremy Gonzalez, BET Networks; Brad Grant, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Karen Greenstein, Viacom;
Carole Gridley, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Mark Heslop, Rovi Corporation; Keith Holmes, Cox Communications;
Todd Hoy, Starz Entertainment, LLC; Cory Hoyt, Time Warner Cable;
Benita Husband, Disney Channel Worldwide; Marge Jackson, Comcast; Matthew Kenny, ESPN, Inc.;
Charlene Keys, Time Warner Cable; William Kreth, Showtime Networks Inc.; Richard Leather, ARRIS;
Eli Lehrer, A+E Networks; Scott Lewers, Discovery Communications; Lindsay Libramonte, NBCUniversal;
Patti Loyack, Comcast; Dan Markou, Shaw Communications; Heather McCallion, Atlantic Broadband;
Andrew Miller, Viacom; John Moeller, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Yasmin Moorman, NBCUniversal;
Sunil Mudholkar, Cisco Systems, Inc.; Steven Nau, Suddenlink Communications;
Bart Nickerson, Rogers Communications; DeAnn Paley, Discovery Communications; Laura Perez, Viacom;
Lucas Perlove, NBCUniversal; Ernie Pighini, Comcast; Luci Rainey, Comcast;
Adam Ray, Charter Communications; Troy Reeb, Shaw Media; James Rollins, ESPN, Inc.;
Upinder Saini, Rogers Communications; Jennifer Salmon, Canadian Cable Systems Alliance;
Anita Savoy, Disney ABC Television Group; Matt Schuster, AMC Networks; Phillipppe Scotte, Shaw Direct;
Edward Simpson, Leftfield Entertainment; Dan Spoelman, Suddenlink Communications;
Rose Stark, Discovery Communications; Thamba Tharmalingam, Rogers Communications;
Suzanne Underwald, Scripps Networks Interactive; John Vartanian, iN DEMAND;
Chris Wagenseil, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; Kerry White, Suddenlink Communications;
Paul Woelk, Bright House Networks
Class of 2016

Cable Executive Management at Harvard Business School
Sponsored by CTAM Educational Foundation
June 12 - 17, 2016

(Front Row) Jason Coram, Julie Wei, Katina Arnold, Melissa Karten, Sonia Boska, Monica Jonas, Michelle Narciso, Annie Balagot, Susan Kolar, Andrea Macey, Sandy Lavipour, Ruth Dawson, Amy Kline, Yael Villa, Paul Sebiano, Gil Cruz
(Second Row) Ashley Matts, Allison Page, Vanessa Whitewolf, Monica Halperin, Lisa Blackshear, Barbara Kalosieh, Sarah Miller Wright, Melanie Schneider, Prem Hareesh, Ian McDonough, John Povey, Rohan Kumar, Peter Lilly
(Third Row) Sumeet Sabharwal, Brooke Johnson, Michelle Stuart, Candice McLeod, Jason Wyrick, Valerie Henoux, Ciara Beauchemin, Dan Myers, Lee Boykoff, Jamie Gorman, Bob Calabro, Rick Elbaum, George Phillips
(Forth Row) Vicki Lins, Stephanie Trotter, Layla Lewis, Irene Lane, Javier Garcia, Rob Goodman, Ian Gregoire, Paul Pecora, Daniel Herscovici, Brian Gould, John Crowley, Dave Duvall
(Fifth Row) Mark Boehler, Gaston Vaneri, Amit Malhotra, Feiber Omara, Mark Bell, Mark Boccardi, Tommy Evans, James Medica, Malcolm Stanley, Noah Vadnai, Rafaele Anneckino, Christopher Defendis
(Sixth Row) Patrick Connolly, John Toohey, Noudir Nazarov, David Cobb, Michael Henry, Darryl Adams, Rob O’Neill, Jonas Blank, Michael Hargreaves, Jason Pelzer, Nat Russell, Derrick Hill, Dane Dickie, Jon Kaplowitz
Class of 2017

Nicos Achilleoudis, Cisco Systems; Matthew Album, Cisco; Matt Anderson, The Weather Group; Todd Arata, Comcast; Michael Baldino, Charter Communications; Lorisa Bates, BET Networks; Lee Beck, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Dawn Blalock, Cisco Systems; Jeff Breax, Cox Communications; Pat Browning, Scripps Networks Interactive, Inc.; Angel Burdette, Turner; Chris Carmody, NCC Media; Sherita Ceasar, Comcast; Nate Coakley, Altice USA; Paul Cowling, Shaw Communications; Stephen Cox, AMC Networks; Sean Crawford, Charter Communications; Joseph DeLotto, Spectrum Enterprise; Jason DeMarco, A+E Networks; Jaime Dictenberg, Nickelodeon; Marc Epstein, Nickelodeon; Gineen Finch, Comedy Central; Joan Fitzgerald, TiVo; Sarah Flood, ESPN; Dana Fragnoli-Piteo, CTAM; Jay Gardner, Shaw Communications; Mark Gathen, Cox Communications; Michael Gatzke, Comcast; Jeffrey Glahn, TiVo; Steven Grau, NBCUniversal - Content Distribution; Michele Golden, Turner; Thomas Goller, Viacom Int’l Media Networks; Caryn Groce, Viacom Int’l Media Networks; Phil Guerini, Disney ABC Television Group; Tony Guevara, Charter Communications; Julienne Gutierrez, MSG Networks; Alexis Hambrick, Turner; Denise Hastings, Mediacom Communications Corporation; Marty Hinson, Cox Communications; Sophie Holtkamp, Shaw Communications; Gregory Horn, Comcast; Mark Irvine, Rogers; Debbie Johnston-Pontera, Spectrum Reach; Colleen Kalafski, Showtime Networks Inc.; Ken Kraft, Cox Communications; Julie Kumaria, Hollywood Suite; Christian Kurz, Viacom Int’l Media Networks; Jonathan LaConti, Scripps Networks Interactive, Inc.; Glenn Leech, Charter Communications, Spectrum Reach; Barry Loudis, Turner; Peter Mannes, CMT; Kimberly Marle, Charter Communications; Susan Mattia, ESPN/TWDC; Gary McArdle, Comcast; Jamie McFarland, Discovery Communications; Jon Medline, Rogers; Matthew Meyers, Charter Communications; Brinton Miller, Discovery Communications; Jennifer Moon, AMC Networks; Jaime Ondarza, Turner; Eric Petro, iN DEMAND; Mike Pollard, Disney ABC Television Group; Duncan Potter, ARRIS Group Inc.; Stephen Price, C&W Jamaica Trading as FLOW; Gerald Raines, Nickelodeon; Scott Randall, Atlantic Broadband; Tisha Rattos, Rogers; Dana Reyngoudt, NBCUniversal - Content Distribution; Robert Rockell, Comcast; Suzanne Schlundt, Cox Communications; Matthew Schmidt, HBO; Daniel Sprouse, Showtime Networks Inc.; Eleni Stratigeas, Scripps Networks Interactive, Inc.; Jenson Sylvester, Cable & Wireless Communications (Barbados) Ltd; Colin Templeton, Discovery Communications; Courtney Thomasma, AMC Networks; Linda Thomas, Shaw Communications; Richard Twilley, Charter Communications; Dana Wilson, Comcast; Jeff Zingler, Charter Communications; Jason Zolov, HBO
Class of 2018


Cable Executive Management Program at Harvard Business School
Sponsored by CTAM Educational Foundation
June 10 – 15, 2018
Harvard Business School
Class of 2019


Cable Executive Management Program at Harvard Business School
Sponsored by CTAM Educational Foundation
June 9 – 14, 2019
Harvard Business School
Class of 2022


Cable Executive Management Program
June 12 - 17, 2022
Harvard Business School
“The program was outstanding on so many levels (content, format, professors, networking, lodging, food). What a great week!” - Ed O’Brien, HBO

Cable Executive Management, a Harvard Business School Executive Education program developed for CTAM and sponsored by CTAM Educational Foundation, is a world-class management development experience for high-potential media, entertainment and related technology executives in an elite business school environment.

Attendees will benefit from an intensive week of thinking and learning focused on business strategy, marketing and management principles that will ready you for the next generation of challenges.

Bharat Anand
Henry R. Byers Professor
Business Administration,
Faculty Chair, HBX,
Harvard Business School

Thomas DeLong
Professor of Management
Practice, Harvard
Business School

Mihir Desai
Mizuho Financial Group
Professor of Finance at
Harvard Business School

Anita Elberse
Lincoln Filene Professor
of Business Administration,
Harvard Business School

Rajiv Lal
Stanley Roth, Sr. Professor of Retailing at
Harvard Business School

More Information
Contact us at info@ctam.com or visit www.ctam.com/cem